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The concepts of three co-widths are proposed and some of their properties are 
studied in this paper. The main result is that we obtain the exact values of tbc three 
co-widths of Sobolev function classes B;(IW) in LP(rW) (1 <pi co) and find the 
optimal subspaces and the optimal linear operator. An application of the co-widths 
to optimal recovery is given. New extremal properties of cardmal splines and 
cardinal spline interpolation are discovered. CC 1992 Academic Press, Ioc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the initial work of [63 where the notions of 
infinite-dimensional widths both in the linear sense and in the sense of 
Kolmogorov were introduced. Here we will define another infinite-dimen- 
sional width in the sense of Gel’fand. For the convenience of readers, we 
will give the definitions and basic properties of the Kolmogorov and linear 
co-widths in Section 2. In addition, the definitions in the present paper are 
more general than those in [6J 
The infinite-dimensional widths, abbreviated to co-widths, are natural 
extensions of n-widths. When we consider the best approximation of some 
classes of functions over the whole real line [w (or the d dimensional 
Euclidean space IWd), the n-widths can not work well in this situation 
because lF! (or L@) is not compact. To establish a mode for which one can 
compare a method of approximating a class of functions over iw with the 
best possible one, we introduce the a-widths. Roughly speaking, the 
co-widths give the best lower bound which may be achieved by some 
method of approximation on some classes of functions over R, where the 
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best lower bound means the optimal order of approximation and the best 
constant before the order. Our main results are given in Section 3 where we 
obtain the exact values of three co-widths of Sobolev function classes B$R) 
in LP(R) (16 p < co) and find the optimal subspaces and the optimal 
linear operator. In Section 4 we give an application of co-widths to the 
problem of optimal recovery of B;(R) in Lp(R). It is surprising that the 
dilation of cardinal spline interpolation is optimal in the sense of both 
linear co-width and optimal recovery. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
Given w > 0, let Fw be the family of spaces of functions over the real line 
R such that 
where SI L-a,al is the subspace of S restricted to [--a, a] and dim SI C_a,n, 
is the dimension of SI E _o,a,I It is clear that S:=span{cp(.-_/w)},,.~~~ 
if cp is a function with compact support and FE Fw if P is a finite-dimen- 
sional space of functions over R. K 
which are subject to the natural and 
following we let X(R) be a normed 
with norm Ij - 11 x. We usually take 
P(W) := C(R) n L”(R). 
contains sufficiently many spaces 
reasonable condition (2.1). In the 
linear space of functions over R 
X(R) as Lp(R) (1 <p< co) or 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Fw and X(R) be given as above and A c X(R). The 
quantity 
&(A; X(R)) := inf sup inf Ilf- gllx 
SEF~ feA gE.S 
(2.2) 
is called the infinite-dimensional width of A in X(R) in the sense of 
Kolmogorov, abbreviated co-K width. The co-linear width is defined by 
b@; X(W) := inf sup Ilf- WX,, 
M feA 
(2.3) 
where the A4 under the inf is taken over all linear operators for which 
M(span(A)) E Fw. If there exists a subspace S* E Fw such that 
4d4 WW = sup inf IF .kh, 
fsA geS* 
(2.4) 
then S* is said to be optimal for &,(A; X(R)) (an optimal subspace for 
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&(A; X(R))). Similarly, if there exists a linear operator M*: span(d) + 
M*(span(A)) E Fw such that 
~,(A; x(R)) = sup lif - 
feA 
then M* is called an optimal linear operator for 6JA; X((rw)). 
(2.5) 
Remark. When w  = 1, X(R)= Lp(Iw), 1 <p< co, and A is the unit 
B;(R) in the Sobolev space, we have given the definitions of ~~~~~~~~; 
Lp(Iw)) and 6,(BL(R); Lp(Iw)) in [6]. The reason why d,(A;X(R)) and 
6,(A; X(R)) are called co-widths is illustrated in [6]. The reason why 
&,(A; X(R)) is called the co-K width is that its definition is similar to that 
of the Kolmogorov n-width. In addition, we clearly have the relation 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X(R) be a normed linear space offunctions over 1w 
and A c X( iw). Then 
(1) d,+(A: X(Iw)) = d,(A; X(R)), S,(d; X(Iw)) = 6,(A; X(R)), where 2 
is the closed hull of A. 
(2) hAa& JWB)) = I4 UA; JWJ)), G,(aA; X(R)) = I4 6,(A; JG~tB, 
a E [w. 
(3) d,tco(A); X(R)) = 4v(A; X(R)), UMA); X(R)) = &iA; X(R)), 
where co(A) denotes the convex hull of A. 
(4) Let b(A) := (af: f~ A, /a[ < 1) be the balanced htdl. Then 
d,(b(A); X(R)) = 4AA; X@)), 6,(&A); X(R)) = U-C X(R)). 
(5) Ifw,<w,, then 
4dA; JW)) 9 4,dR x(R)), 6,(A; X(R)) 6 6,(B; X(R)). 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is easy, and we therefore omit it. According 
to the properties (1 ), (3), and (4), without loss of generality, we can assume 
that A is a closed, convex, and centrally symmetric subset of X(R). 
We now define another infinite-dimensional width which we refer to as 
the co-6 width. To this end, we need to make some preparations. Let Y(R) 
be a topological vector space of functions over R. By Y’(R) we denote the 
dual space which is the space of continuous linear functionals on Y(R). In 
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the following we define the support of an element of Y’(R) as of the 
distribution [l, pp. 54-551. For this purpose we first note that the support 
of a usual function f over R is defined by 
suppf:= (x&:j-(X)#O}. (2.7) 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let z E Y’(R). 
(1) Suppose V is an open subset of R. If 
a-) = 0, for all f E Y( 58) satisfying supp f c V, 
then r is said to be zero on I’. 
(2) The support of r is the complementary set of the largest open 
subset on which z is zero. In other words, the support of r is the smallest 
closed set outside of which z is zero. 
For T:= {~~}~~z, where rj” Y’(R), FEZ, we denote T(f) := {~~(f)}~~~, 
f~ Y(R); Ker T := {YE Y(R): T(f) = 0}, where T(f) = 0 means that 
rj(f) = 0, for all Jo Z. In addition, we use the notation 
TI [-a.a] :={zj~T:suppzjn[-~,a]#@}. (2.8) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let w  > 0, X( IR) be a normed linear space of functions 
over R, and A c X(R). Set YA(R) := span(d). 
(1) O,(A) := (T= {z~}~,=: rj~ Y>(W), jE6, and lim inf,, +,(1/2a) 
card(T][-,,,)<w}, where card(B) stands for the cardinality of the set B. 
(2) Assume OEA. The quantity 
d”(A; X(R)) := inf sup llfllx 
TE B,(A) fc A n Ker T  
(2.9) 
is called the infinite-dimensional width of A in X(R) in the sense of 
Gel’fand, abbreviated co-G width. If there exists a T* E O,(A) such that 
d”(A; X(R)) := sup llf II x3 (2.10) 
faAnKerT* 
then Ker T* is said to be an optimal subspace for &“(A; X(R)). 
In the following we list some basic properties of &“(A; X(R)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X(R) be the normed linear space of functions over 
R and OEAcX(R). 
(1) d”(aA;X(R))= lald”(A;X(R)), CtER. 
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(2) Let b(A) be the balanced hull defined as in Proposition 2.1. Then 
d”(b(A); X(Iw)) = d”(A; X(Iw)). 
(3) IfWl<W2, then dw2(A; X([w)) 6 ck”‘(A; X(Iw)). 
(4) IfAcBcX(IW), then d”(A;X(IW))<d”(B;X(aB)). 
ProoJ: We only prove property (4). The proof of the other properties 
is easy. Since A c B, YA(R) = span(A) c span(B) = Y,(R). Thus Y>(R) 2 
Y&(R). From Definition 2.3 we get O,(A) 13 O,(B). Given TE O,(B), then 
TE O,(A) and we have clearly B n Ker T I A n Ker T. Therefore, 
sup Ilfllx3 sup Ilf/Ix~d”‘(4 3R)). 
f.SBnKKerT fsAnKKerT 
Since TE O,(B) is arbitrary, 
d”(B; X(R)) = inf sup llfllx~ d”fA; W~I), 
Ts@,JE) fsBnKer T  
This proves (4). 
Remark. (1) Similar to the case of the Gel’fand n-width, we have only 
d”(A; X(R)) d d”(A; X( [w)), d”(A; X([w)) < LkW(co(A); X(Iw)). 
(2) Unlike the case of the Gel’fand n-width, we do not know whether 
d”(A; X(R)) < 6,(A; X(R)) is true in general. 
3. INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL WIDTHS OF B;([W) IN Lp(Iw) 
We begin this section with some notation to be used below. Let I be a 
finite interval or the whole real line R. Given a PE [I, co] we set 
WgI) := {fELqI):f”-“l oc. abs. cont. on I and f”’ E LP(I) >. (3.1) 
wP(I) is the usual class of Sobolev functions over I. Let 
BJ;V) := ife VP(I): lIf(r)ll ucIj G 11, (3.2) 
where llkll Lpf,j :=(fr lh(x)Ipdx)“p, if 1 <<PC co; :=ess supxE, lIz(x if 
p = 00. When I= [a, b] is a finite interval we denote that 
B;(I) := {f~ B;(I): f”‘(a) =f”‘(b), j=O, . . . . r- 11, (3.3) 
B;(I), := (fEB~(I):f(i)(a)=O,j=O, ..~) Y- I}. (34) 
Obviously &(I) may be viewed as a (b - a)-periodic function class a 
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B;(Z)0 is a subset of 
f(x) for x E lR\Z and 
B;(Z). Since for each ,f~ B;(Z), we can assign zero to 
then f~ B;(R), B;(Z), may also be viewed as a subset 
of B;(R) in this sense. 
Let z- 1 be the space of cardinal.polynomial splines of degree r - 1 with 
all integers as simple knots, i.e., 
8-r := {s:s~C’-~([W),~I(~,~+~)~~~--,itllk~~}, (3.5) 
where P?:- 1 is the class of polynomials of degree not exceeding r - 1. For 
any bounded data f := (fi)jEz E loo, it is known (cf. [3? 91) that there is a 
unique bounded function s,_ l(f; x) E x- r such that 
Ll(f;j+%,=fi, for all Jo Z, 
where CI, := (1 + (- l)‘-‘)/4. s,-,(f; x) can be expressed in the form 
L1(f;x)= c @(x-j), (3.6) 
jsZ 
where L(x) EZ-~ satisfying L(j+ a,) =6j,0, Jo H. When (fj)jaz are the 
values of some function f at the points (j+ a,} jEz, we also write 
s,-,(f;x) := c f(j+&)L(x-A. (3.7) 
jeZ 
The meaning off in s,- I(f; x) depends on the context. 
Now we are in a position to state our main results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let r be a positive integer, PE [l, co], w> 0, and y(p, r) 
be defined by 
Then 
r(z-4 r) :=suP(Ilf/ILPC-l,l,:f~~~(C-l~ 11) 
andf(--)= -f(a)=f(.+l)}. (3.8) 
d,(B;(W; LV)) = k,@;(W; L’(R)) 
= d”‘(B;(lR); LP(R)) = q(p, r)w-r. 
Furthermore, 
(1) The following space of polynomial splines with simple knots 
bVWlkd 
(3.9) 
is optimal for d,(B;( R); Lp( 54)). 
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(2) The interpolation operator s,_ l,w defined by 
s,-l,,(fiX) := c f (%) qwx-Ii) 
keh 
(3J.O) 
is an optimal linear operator for G,(Bi(IW); LP(IW)). 
(3) (3.11) 
is an optimal subspace for P(BL(R); L!‘(R)). 
Remark. It is easy to verify that ~(2, Y) = nPr and q( 1, r) = y(a, r) = 
llEA~)llLm(W), where E,(x) is the Euler polynomial spline of degree r 
(cf. [3]), i.e., E,(.+ l)= -E,.(.), E,EC’-‘(aB), and E!“(x)= 1, for all 
x E (0, 1). In [6] we proved that d,(B;(IW); L2(IW)) = G,(BI;(IW); L2(R)) = 
71 -‘. Besides LY- I and s, _, , since (e.g., cf. [ 151) 
llf(')-4- l(f III’ Lz(W) + llsZ)- i(f Ill iz(R) = llf (r)lltz(R)9 
it follows that ,Y;,-i is also an optimal subspace for d,(B;(R); L2(lw)) and 
.rzr-i is also an optimal linear operator for G,(B;(R); L2(R)). In addition, 
Sun and Li have proved in another paper [ 161 that when p = 1,2, and co, 
for all integers m > r - 1. These facts show that d,(B;(R); LP( [w)) may have 
many optimal subspaces. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is divided into two parts: estimation from 
above and from below. We start with a series of lemmas and propositions 
which may be of some independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let r be a positive integer and p E (I, CC ). For each 
fE W;(R), we have s,-,(f)E W;(R), and 
Ilf-L,u-Ill LP(R) Q V(P, r) Ilf”‘ll LjyR)’ (3.12) 
For the case p = 2 this proposition is proved in the recent paper cl5 J 
The proof given here is similar to that in [15] but with new lemmas. In the 
following lemmas, r is always a positive integer and p E (I, 00 ), For 
convenience, we write C or cj instead of cjez and J instead of SR. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let f~ Wp(R). Then the series C If(j+x)lp convergesfor 
every x E R. 
ProoJ: Since f~ Lp( R) and f”’ E Lp( R) for f~ Wp( I%), by Stein’s 
inequalities [ 121 we know that f’ E Lp( R). Since 
j; c If(i+X)lpdx=Cj; If(j+x)lPdx 
=q+’ If(x)l”dx=J If(X)l”~X<Q 
C If(j+ x)1” converges almost everywhere. Let x0 E [0, l] be such that 
C If(j+x,)l”<~ If(x)lp&< +co. Then for any XE [0, l] we have 
I lf(j+x)l”- If(~+~o)lPI = [yIxI~ If(v)lp-‘f’(y)sgnCf(u)l 4 
j+l 
GP j j If(Y)I I f’(v)1 4. 
Thus 
c Im+41pa If(~+x,)lP+~ I lf(j+x)lP-lf(j+Xo)lPl 
Gj Ifwdy+P[ If(.Y)lp-1 If’(v)l dv 
GJ If(Y)lp~Y+P 1 If(.JJ)l”~v ( )‘“(j If’(Y)I” 4Jyp 
=:M<cq 
where l/p’ + l/p = 1. The inequality 1 If(j+ x)1 p < M is also true for 
all x E R since C If(j+ x)lp is an l-periodic function. This proves 
Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose f” := ( fJ)iS z E R” satisfies 
fi”=O, for all ljl <2n and Ifi” GM, 
where n = 1, 2, . . . . and M is a constant. Then 
lim lb- df”)ll LPC-n,n, = 0. n-02 
for all I jl > 2n, 
(3.13) 
ProoJ For the fundamental function L(x) E $- 1 appearing in (3.6), we 
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first have to estimate jTn \L(x-j)IP dx for ljl>2n. From [3] or ~93 it is 
known that 
IL(x)\ < AecBiXI, for all x E iw, (3.44) 
where A and B are positive constants depending only on Y. Thus, 
” = AP e-&Ijl 
s 
esgn(j)Bpx & 
-II 
AP 
z---e -&?IA 
BP 
(@ 
Bpnwe-Bpn < 
i 
AP @Pn 
,---.-e-&l,l 
BP 
(3.15) 
for lj\ > 212. Hence we have 
/IL ImllLP[--n,n, 
G c lf.jl . llL(. -All LP-n,n, 
Iii > 2n 
AeBn 
<MC-----e -4il _ 
2MAe PBn 
,j, > zn (BP)“” 
-(&#/p(l-e-B)+*, a az-+co. (3.16) 
This proves (3.13). 
Forf:= (-fj.)jEZE R” we sayfe lp provided that l\fillP := (C Ijjly)l’B < co. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f elp. Then 
IlL,(f )II L,P(R) d c llf II lP (3.17) 
with the comtant C := (ji (Ck IL(x + k)l)p dx)“f’ < CO. 
Proof. Let h E Lp’(R) satisfying Jlhll Lp’cw) G 1, where l/p’ + l/p = 1. Then 
s h(xls,-,(f;x)dx 
< s Ih( c ltjl Lb-Al dx 
=I IJI s IW)l KG-Al dx 
=c lJ;.l j” lh(x+Al lL(x)l dx 
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= IlfllJ j”” W)l (C lW+i)lpr) 
UP' 
dx 
kk i 
= llfllp; jo’ IW+k)l (c Wfk+i)l”) 
UP' 
dx 
i 
= IV-II, jol (; lWU)(~ lW+i)lp’)iY dx 
~ll~ll~~(j~(~l~~~+*‘l)~-)‘“(j~~l”’*+~~lp~~~)l’p 
= Ilfll,P ( jol (c 
k 
(L(x+k)/)Bdx)l’p(j lh(x)lp’dx)la’ 
= c llfll ,P IM d(R) Q c Ml IP, 
where the constant C is indicated in this lemma and Holder’s inequalities 
are used twice. From (3.14) we know that C is a finite constant which 
depends only on r and p. Hence we obtain 
lb- l(f III Lp([w) =sup 4~) L,(A x1 dx: lbVl,,,,,~ 1 
Remark. Professor C. A. Micchelli has told the author that Lemma 3.3 
can be proved by the operator interpolation theorem. Since one can easily 
verify that inequality (3.17) is true for p= 1 and p= co, (3.17) is also true 
for p E (1, co) with some constant C. However, the above direct elementary 
proof gives the constant C explicitly and may be of some independent 
interest. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let n be a positive integer. Then 
suP(lIf-s,-l(f)ll.,c-,,,,*, :fE~~([-2n,2n]))=?(p,r), 
where q(p, r) is given in (3.8). 
Proof: Associate two functions f and g via the equation g(x) = 
(2n/7c)‘~J’-‘f(2nx/7-c). Then g”‘(x) = (2n/n)““f”‘(2nx/~), /I g/I Lpr-,, r;7 = 
(Wr)-’ IlfllLpC-2n, 2nl, and II g(rfII.pC-n,al = Ilf”‘II LPC-2n, Znl. Thus fg 
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Bi([-2n,2n]) if and only if gEBi([-n,z]). Let sf-,(g;x):= 
(247c) l~P--r~,-l(f; 2nx/7c) for f~i?;([-2n, 2n]). Then ~,*-~(g; x) is a 
2n-periodic polynomial spline function of degree not exceeding r - 1, w  
interpolates g at the points ((j+a,)~/2n)j2n--~~~. By [5] we know that 
suP(Ilg--~~,(g)ll,~~,,,: d;(C-T 41) 
=f2PZ)-‘SUP(lIhIILPC--n,=,: hE&([-7E, lT]),h(~+7c)= -h(-)=h(-.)) 
~rsuPiIl~llrPC~I,Il~ .hE&([-l,l]),h(.+l)= -h(.)=h(-~)) 
= 2n -’ 
0 
- r( P, r). n: 
Hence 
sup(lIf-s,-,(f)ll.,,-,,,,,:fE~~(C-2n,2n1): 
= 
0 
$ rSupjllg-s,*_,(R911rrc-n,n,: gE~~(C--~;rll))=~(P,Y). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For f E W;(R), Lemma 3.1 shows that 
cj jf(j+cr,)lP < co. Therefore by Lemma 3.3, s,-I(f9~LP(R9. 
Given E > 0 and noticing that f~ W;(R) c LP( R), there exists a number 
N(E) > 0 such that for every IZ > N(E), 
In the following we employ Cavaretta’s technique [4]. We take a 
function gE C-‘(R) with the properties that g(x)= 1, for 1x1 d 1, 
suppg=[-2,2], g(x) is strictly monotone on (1,2)u(-2, -l), an 
II g(k)ll Lm(a)< co, k=O, 1, . . . . Y. There exist such functions [4]. Now we set 
I;,(x) :=.0x9 g ; 3 
0 
XE R. (3.19) 
Then F,EC’~~(R), suppF,=[-2n,2n], and 
F!‘(x) =f”‘(X) g (f) + i -$ (1) f”-“(X) g”’ (;)- 
j=l 
Observing that 1 g(x/n)j < 1 and Ig”)(x/n)l ,< C,, ah XE R, j= 1, . ..) r9 and 
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from Stein’s inequalities [12] that Ilf”-“‘Ij LP(wj d C,, j= 1, . . . . Y, where C1 
and C, are constants independent of n, we have 
lI~“‘Il - n LP[ 2n,2n] = llF”‘II n LP(R) d IIP’II LP(R) + f c1 c2. (3.20) 
Consider the periodic function FJx) defined as 
F’,(x) = F,(x), x E [ - 2n, 2n); and &(x + 4n) = FE(X), x E R. 
Then from Fk”( -2~) = FAk)(2n) = 0, k = 0, . . . . r - 1, we know that 
F /IIPq ~ Lpc2n,2n, E&CC-% 2nl) (if Il~~)IlLPC-2n 2nl =O, 
02 B;i[ - 2n, 2n])). Thus, by Lemma 3.4 and (3.20) \;le obtain 
then En = 
Il~~--S,~I(~~)llLP~-n,n, 
G IIR - sr- ,cm LP[p2n,2n] 
G V(P, r) ll@‘II LpL- n . (3.21) 
Letting n > N(E) and noting that F,,(x) = F,(x) =f(x) for all 1x1 6 12, the 
inequalities (3.18) and (3.21) yield 
llf-LI(f)lKP(R) 
GE+ II~~--s,-l(f)ll~PC-II,n, 
GE+ (ll~~--S,-I(~~:n)llLPC-n,n, + Ils,-l(~~:n)-Sr--l(f)llLPC-n,,,)p 
GE + 
( ( 
s(a r) , Ilf”V 
2’Cl c, 
WR) +- n > 
) 
P 
+ lls,_,(~~)-s,_,(F,)II.,~-,,,~ + lls,-1(~~)-S,-l(f)llLPc--n.nl . 
(3.22) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, we have 
Ils,-,(F,)--s,-,(f)ll.,c~,,, 
= lb- 1vn -f)ll LP[-r&n] 
> 
VP 
G II&- IV, -01 U(R) GC c I~n(j+%)-.f(~+%)lP 
j&T 
(3.23) 
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that IF,(x)1 < /f(x)\, for all 
XE R and I;,(x) =f(x), for all 1x1 <n. Since Fn(j+a,)-F,(j+ct,) =8, 
Ijl<2n; I~~~:n(j+~,)-~*(j+~,~l6l~~;,(~+~,)l~~CkIf(~~~,~l~!1~~~~~ 
\jl 32n, n= 1, 2, . . . . Lemma 3.2 gives 
According to (3.23) and (3.24), letting IZ -+ CC in (3.22), we obtain 
Ilf-L I(f)ll &a) d E + (Yb y) Ilf”“!l LP(W)Y. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we let E -+ 0 + in the above inequality and get 
(3.12). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Remark. We should note that the inequality (3.12) is also true for the 
case p = 1 and p = co. The readers may refer to de Boor and Schoenber 
[3] or Micchelli [9] for the case p = + a3 and Li [7] for the case p = 1. 
In [9,7] the general case of cardinal .5&-splines is considered. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose Y is a positive integer, w > 0, and p E [ 1, CQ 1. 
For f~ WI;(R), let s,_,,,(f) and y(p, r) be defined in (3.10) and (3.8)? 
respectively. Then s,_ Jf) E Lp(R), and 
llf- se I,Jf)ll LP(W) GY(PY y) w-l IIPII I&W). (3.25) 
Proof: By Proposition 3.1 and the above remark, the inequality (3.25) 
is true for the case w  = 1. For the general case w  > 0, we make a transform 
of dilation as follows. Let g(x) :=f(x/w). Then one can easily see that 
s,- l,,(f; x) =s,- ,(g; wx). In the following we consider only the case 
19 p < co. The proof for the case p = co is similar. Thus, 
Ilf- Jr- I,Jf~ll LP(R) 
> 
UP 
= Ig(wx)-s,-,(g;w~)l~dx 
is ’ lg(y)-s,-,(g;y)lpdy UP =- WR > =~~“~llg-ss,Ag?ll.,c,, 
<wp”pq(p, r) I/g(‘)l/.,(,,=w-“~- 
= w-‘vl(p, y) lR If%)lP dx)“‘= w-‘dp, r) llf(“)il LpcRj 
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To get the lower bound, we need the following lemma. Let X be a 
normed linear space and A cX. By b,(A; X) we denote the Bernstein 
n-width [ 111 of A in X. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let n and r be positive integers and p E [ 1, co]. Then 
b,(B;U),; WI)) B b,+.@;(I); LW), 
where I= [a, b] is a finite interval, and &I) and B;(Z),, are defined in (3.3) 
and (3.4), respectively. 
Prooj Given E > 0, according to the definition of the Bernstein n-width 
[ 111, there exist a p > 0 and a subspace X,, r+ r c Lp(I) with 
dim JL+r+l =n+r+l, such that 
Pwfrl+ r + 1) E &In and P + E > bb + .@;(I); WI)) 2 P, 
where S(X,+,+,) := {~EX,,,,~ : /fllUCr,< l}. Note that from the first 
containing relation we know that each element of X, + r+ I has continuous 
derivatives up to order r - 1. Put 
X,*+, := {fEX,+.+l:f(i)(a)=O,j=O, . . . . r- 1) 
Then dimX,*+,~dimX,+,+, -r = n + 1 and &S(X,*+ ,) c B;(I),. There- 
fore 
b,@;(&; -W)) > P > b,+,@;(I); L’(O) - E. 
Letting E + O+ we conclude the desired inequality. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first point out that qpl,,~FW, where FW is 
the family of spaces defined in Section 2 and q- I,W is given in (3.9). In 
fact, if we consider the B-spline function [2] 
,,(x):=r[O,d ,..., 61(---x);-’ 
with 0, l/w, . . . . r/w as simple knots, then M,., has compact support 
[0, r/w] and ~~1,,=span{A4~,,(~-k/w)},~z. Thus according to Sec- 
tion 2 we see that Yr-r+, EF~. Now, observing that s,-~,~ (cf. (3.10)) is a 
linear operator which maps W;(R) = span(B;(R)) into ~-r,,,, by Proposi- 
tion 3.2, the definition of co-linear width, and the inequality (2.6) we 
obtain 
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To show that equality holds in (3.26) it remains to prove that 
4Aqw; Q(R)) >rl(P, rwr. By the definition of the CXI-K width, it is 
sufficient to demonstrate 
E(B;P); 9, := sup inf Ilf- gll L:pCRat 2 tl(p> r)wpr, for ah S E .T. 1 
feqw gcs 
(3.2i) 
Let E>O and SEY~. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
dim S = co. From (2.1) we can find a sequence { ak) F= I of positive 
numbers satisfying ak -+ co as k + 03 such that 
*k :=dimSIc-.,,,,<2(f +a) wak, k= 1, 2, . . . . (3.28) 
Set Ik := [ -ak, ak]. As we pointed out at the beginning of this section, 
S;(I,), can be viewed as a subset of B;(R). Thus, by definition we have 
W;W)i SIP 2 sup inf IV- g/l LpCwj 
f~a;csh &TeS 
2 sup inf llf- gll Lpclkj %,(B;(lk)O; Lp(lk)), (3.29) 
faqml gcslrk 
where the last inequality follows from the definition of the Kolmogorov 
n-width &(A; X) and (3.28). By the fact tbat d,(B;(I,),; Lp(Ik))3 
b,(B;(Ik),; Lp(I,)) and Lemma 3.5 we get 
E(B;(R); S),>,b,,(B~(Ik),;LP(Ik)) 
~b,,+.@;(zk); Lptzk)) 
ak =- 
( > 
‘b 
n .,+r(qA[:-T 711); LP(C--‘/I, nl)I 
> (TTW)-‘(1 +r)-‘2-‘n;b,,+.(~~(~-~, ~1); Lp([--71, n])), 
(3.30) 
where the equality follows from a transform of scale of variable argument 
in the definition of the Bernstein n-width and the last inequality follows 
from (3.28). For the case 1 < p < co we know from Chen and Li CS] that 
lim 2~m’b,+.(B~([-7C,n]);LP([--,71])) 
n t 03 
= sup{ llfll rP[-7r,*j. .feB;([--rc,~])andf(-.)=f(.)= -f(.+n)j 
=~‘~~P~IlfIlrq--1,1,. .f~B;([-l, l])andf(-.)=f(e)= -f(.S .I)> 
= znrq( P, r). (3.31) 
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From the monograph [ll, pp. 133, 180, and 1831 we see that the above 
strong asymptotic relation is also true in the cases p = 1 and p = co. 
Therefore, letting k -+ co in (3.30) and noticing that nk --+ dim S= co, we 
conclude that 
E(Bp); S),> (1 +s)-‘q(JJ, T)WI. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, (3.27) follows, and therefore d,(B;(R); Lp(R)) 2 
q(p, Y)w-~. Combining this inequality with (3.26) gives 
40;(w; LW)) = 4dqw; LV)) 
= sup II~-s,-I,~(~)IILP(IW)=~(P,Y)W-‘. (3.32) 
fE+w 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we must show 
aY(q)( IR); LP( R)) = sup llfll LP(R) = V(PY r)J+-r, (3.33) 
feB;(R)nKerT* 
where Ker T* is given in (3.11). For A=B;(R) we have YA(R) := 
span(d) = W;(R). By (W;(R))’ we denote the dual space of W;(R), and for 
ease of notation, we set 
0, := O,(A) 
(3.34) 
Again, let E>O and T= {~j}j,Z~O,. By definition we can find a sequence 
(+}km_ I of positive numbers with ak + co as k -+ co, such that 
n,:=card(TlI-_,,,,)~2akw(l+E), k = 1, 2, . . . . (3.35) 
Put Ik := [ -ak, ak]. Then we have 
sup llf II 
feB;(R)nKer T  
LP(R) 
= sup Ilf II LP(&) a dnk(B;(zk)O; w;,clk,,>, (3.36) 
SE B;Vkhn Ker Tbk 
where the last inequality follows from the definition of the Gel’fand n-width 
d”(A; X) and the definition of nk. Note that we can view the continuous 
linear functionals in TI, as elements of (w;(z&)‘, where W;(lk)O := 
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span(B;(I,),) is a subspace of LP(lk) with norm /I. /I LpC1k). By well known 
properties [11] of the Gel’fand n-width, we have 
~v;vkk ~;c~k,o, = d”(qm,; q(b)) 3 WqVkh~ q&k)). W7) 
As an analog to the previous deduction (cf. (3.28)-(3.31)), from (3.35), 
(3.36), and (3.37) we can conclude that 
sup Ilf II 
feB;(LW)nKerT 
LP([w))I (1 +e)-‘g(p, r)W-r. 
Since E > 0 and TE 0, are arbitrary, it follows that 
d”(B;( [w); L”( iw)) = inf sup llf Ii 
7’s& ftE;(R)nKerT 
LP(R) 3 ?(P, ywr. (3.38) 
To prove the converse inequality, we consider T* = (r,* }jE:E, where 
rJF(f) = f(j/~), j E Z. Then Ker T* is given in (3.11). Note that supp zj = 
(j/w>, and, therefore, T* E 0,. Hence 
d”(B;(w; WR)) 
< sup llf II 
feB;(tR)nKer T’ 
We) 
= sup Ilf II LP(R) 
=O,allkeZj 
where the last inequality follows from Proposition 3.2. IIence (3.33) follows 
from (3.38) and (3.39). Finally, by (3.32) and (3.33) we finish our proof for 
Theorem 3.1. 1 
4. AN APPLICATION TO OPTIMAL RECOVERY FOR B;(R)TN LP(aB) 
Let the Sobolev function classes IV;@) and B;(R) be given as in 
Section 3. In this section we want to study the problem of optimal recovery 
for B;(IW) in Lp(R) with infinite many function values as information 
will provide a solution to this problem by using co-widths. 
Let us uow formulate the problem of optimal recovery in the sense of 
Micchelli and Rivlin [lo]. For w  > 0, we define 
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For each t E &,, we can determine a mapping Z5: rp(Iw) -+ R”, Z&f) := 
CfCtj))jeZ. We say that Zt is an information operator. An arbitrary 
mapping A : Z&B;(R)) -+ D(R) is called an algorithm. We consider the 
approximation problem sup{ jjf- A(Z,(f)ll LpCRj: f E S;(R)}. Taking the 
intimum over the expression for all possible algorithms leads to the 
intrinsic error 
-W;(W; 5) := inf sup IV- 4L&fHll LpcRj. (4.2) 
A ft qw 
To find the optimal set of sampling points in &,, we also want to study 
E(B;(R); 6,) := cinJ E(B;(R); 0. (4.3) 
E “w 
The problems of optimal recovery of this type were initiated by Sun [13] 
in the case p = co. Since then several results for cases p = 1, p = 2, and 
other function classes have been obtained. The interested readers may refer 
to [8, 15, 141. Here we will solve the above problems in the general case 
PE(L a\w. 
Since B;(R) is symmetric about the origin (i.e., f~ B;(R) implies 
-YE B;(R)), it follows from [lo] that 
For t E Gw, let rj E (W;(R))’ be defined by rj(f) = f(tj), Jo Z. Then one 
can easily verify that T := {zj}jsz E O,, where 0, is defined by (3.34). 
Thus, according to the definition of the GO-G width and Theorem 3.1 we 
have 
(4.5) 
From (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) we obtain 
E(B;(~);~,)Zti$ ~uP{Ilf/I~~~~~:f~~~(~),f(5j)=O,~~~) E w 
z q(p, Y)w-: (4.6) 
On the other hand, for <* := {(k + a,)/~},.~ E 6,, by Proposition 3.2 we 
have 
E@,(R); &I <E(f$,(W; t*) 
< sup IIf- s,- 1,wWll LP(R) d rl(P, ybJ-r* (4.7) 
fs qw 
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Combining (4.6) and (4.7) gives the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r be a positive integer, w  > 0, p E (1, cc ), and the 
interpolation operator s,__~,~ be defined by (3.10). Then 
That is, t*= ((k+cr,)/~},~, is an optimal set of sump&g points and s,- I,w 
is an optimal algorithm which realizes E(B;(R); &,,,I. 
Remurk. The above results are also valid in the cases p = 1 and p = cc. 
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